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ABSTRACT

OBJECTIVE
To examine the traditional diet-heart hypothesis through recovery and analysis of previously unpublished data from the Minnesota Coronary Experiment (MCE) and to put findings in the context of existing diet-heart randomized controlled trials through a systematic review and meta-analysis.

DESIGN
The MCE (1968-73) is a double blind randomized controlled trial designed to test whether replacement of saturated fat with vegetable oil rich in linoleic acid reduces coronary heart disease and death by lowering serum cholesterol. Recovered MCE unpublished documents and raw data were analyzed according to hypotheses prespecified by original investigators. Further, a systematic review and meta-analyses of randomized controlled trials that lowered serum cholesterol by providing vegetable oil rich in linoleic acid in place of saturated fat without confounding by concomitant interventions was conducted.

SETTING
One nursing home and six state mental hospitals in Minnesota, United States.

PARTICIPANTS
Unpublished documents with completed analyses for 2355 participants exposed to the study diets for a year or more; 149 completed autopsy files.

INTERVENTIONS
Serum cholesterol lowering diet that replaced saturated fat with linoleic acid (from corn oil and corn oil polyunsaturated margarine). Control diet was high in saturated fat from animal fats, common margarines, and shortenings.

WHAT IS ALREADY KNOWN ON THIS TOPIC

The traditional diet-heart hypothesis predicts that replacing saturated fat with vegetable oils rich in linoleic acid will reduce cardiovascular deaths by lowering serum cholesterol.

This paradigm has never been causally demonstrated in a randomized controlled trial and thus has remained uncertain for over 50 years.

Key findings from landmark randomized controlled trials including the Sydney Diet Heart Study and the Minnesota Coronary Experiment (MCE) were not fully published.

WHAT THIS STUDY ADDS

Though the MCE intervention lowered serum cholesterol, this did not translate to improved survival.

Paradoxically, MCE participants who had greater reductions in serum cholesterol had a higher, rather than lower, risk of death.

Results of a systematic review and meta-analysis of randomized controlled trials do not provide support for the traditional diet heart hypothesis.

MAIN OUTCOME MEASURES

Death from all causes; association between changes in serum cholesterol and death; and coronary atherosclerosis and myocardial infarcts detected at autopsy.

RESULTS

The intervention group had significant reduction in serum cholesterol compared with controls (mean change from baseline −13.8% vs −1.0%; P<0.001). Kaplan Meier graphs showed no mortality benefit for the intervention group in the full randomized cohort or for any prespecified subgroup. There was a 22% higher risk of death for each 30 mg/dL (0.78 mmol/L) reduction in serum cholesterol in covariate adjusted Cox regression models (hazard ratio 1.22, 95% confidence interval 1.14 to 1.32; P<0.001). There was no evidence of benefit in the intervention group for coronary atherosclerosis or myocardial infarcts.

Systematic review identified five randomized controlled trials for inclusion (n=10808). In meta-analyses, these cholesterol lowering interventions showed no evidence of benefit on mortality from coronary heart disease (1.13, 0.83 to 1.54) or all cause mortality (1.07, 0.90 to 1.27).

CONCLUSIONS

Available evidence from randomized controlled trials shows that replacement of saturated fat in the diet with linoleic acid effectively lowers serum cholesterol but does not support the hypothesis that this translates to a lower risk of death from coronary heart disease or all causes. Findings from the Minnesota Coronary Experiment add to growing evidence that incomplete publication has contributed to overestimation of the benefits of replacing saturated fat with vegetable oils rich in linoleic acid.

Introduction

The traditional diet-heart hypothesis1 2 predicts that the serum cholesterol lowering effects of replacing saturated fat with vegetable oil rich in linoleic acid will diminish deposition of cholesterol in the arterial wall,3 4 slow progression of atherosclerosis,5 reduce coronary heart disease events, and improve survival.6 7 This diet-heart paradigm is supported by evidence from randomized controlled trials showing that replacement of saturated fat with linoleic acid lowers serum total cholesterol and low density lipoprotein8-12 and by observational evidence linking serum cholesterol to coronary heart disease events and deaths (fig 1).13 Despite these
compelling relations, no randomized controlled trial has shown that replacement of saturated fat with linoleic acid significantly reduces coronary heart disease events or deaths (fig 1).

**Recovery of unpublished data could shift the evidence base**

Only a handful of randomized controlled trials have ever causally tested the traditional diet-heart hypothesis. The results for two of these trials were not fully reported. Our recovery and 2013 publication of previously unpublished data from the Sydney Diet Heart Study (SDHS, 1966-73) belatedly showed that replacement of saturated fat with vegetable oil rich in linoleic acid significantly increased the risks of death from coronary heart disease and all causes, despite lowering serum cholesterol.14 Our recovery of unpublished documents and raw data from another diet-heart trial, the Minnesota Coronary Experiment, provided us with an opportunity to further evaluate this issue.

**Minnesota Coronary Experiment**

The Minnesota Coronary Experiment (MCE), a randomized controlled trial conducted in 1968-73, was the largest (n=9570) and perhaps the most rigorously executed dietary trial of cholesterol lowering by replacement of saturated fat with vegetable oil rich in linoleic acid. The MCE is the only such randomized controlled trial to complete postmortem assessment of coronary, aortic, and cerebrovascular atherosclerosis grade and infarct status and the only one to test the clinical effects of increasing linoleic acid in large prespecified subgroups of women and older adults.

Despite the potential importance of this trial, critical analyses prespecified by the original MCE investigators have not been previously published or considered part of the evidence base (table 1). For example, we do not yet know the effects of the serum cholesterol lowering intervention in prespecified subgroups; the association between longitudinal changes in serum cholesterol and risk of death; or the effects of the intervention on any autopsy endpoints.

We recovered raw MCE data, including previously unpublished records of serum cholesterol and autopsy reports (table 1 and fig 2), and an extensive collection of study documents, including a 1981 master’s thesis by S K Broste. The Broste thesis, which includes detailed survival analyses for the full randomized cohort and for

---

**Table 1** Summary of questions prespecified in Minnesota Coronary Experiment (MCE) and publication of results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question and study population(s)</th>
<th>Prior publication in peer reviewed manuscript†</th>
<th>Analyses of recovered raw data in present manuscript</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Did MCE intervention lower serum cholesterol?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥1 year cohort*</td>
<td>Published†††</td>
<td>Included†††</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prespecified subgroups</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full cohort</td>
<td>Published†††</td>
<td>Included†††</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Men and women†</td>
<td>Published†††</td>
<td>Included†††</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥65§ and &lt;65 years</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary and secondary prevention†</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Did MCE intervention reduce risk of death?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥1 year cohort*</td>
<td>Published†††</td>
<td>Included†††</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prespecified subgroups</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full cohort</td>
<td>Published†††</td>
<td>Included†††</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Men and women†</td>
<td>Published†††</td>
<td>Included†††</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥65§ and &lt;65 years</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary and secondary prevention§</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Was change in serum cholesterol related to risk of death?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥1 year cohort*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prespecified subgroups</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full cohort</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Men and women†</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age ≥65§ and &lt;65 years</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary and secondary prevention§</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Autopsy cohort</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Did intervention reduce progression of aortic or coronary atherosclerosis?</td>
<td></td>
<td>Included†††</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Did intervention reduce autopsy confirmed myocardial infarction?</td>
<td></td>
<td>Included†††</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Did intervention reduce progression of atherosclerosis in circle of Willis (brain) or risk of stroke?</td>
<td></td>
<td>Included†††</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

14 Serum cholesterol was measured only in subset of randomized participants with exposure to study diets for one year or longer.
15 Raw data were not recovered; Kaplan Meier life tables included from 1981 Broste thesis.
16 MCE is only randomized controlled trial to test whether replacement of saturated fat with linoleic acid rich vegetable oil reduced coronary heart disease or death in women.
17 MCE is larger of only two randomized controlled trials to test whether replacement of saturated fat with linoleic acid rich vegetable oil reduced coronary heart disease or death in older adults.
18 1992 MCE participants had electrocardiographic evidence of current or prior myocardial infarction (pathological Q wave) at randomization.
19 Raw data not recovered.
20 Data recovered on 140/295 completed autopsies.
the prespecified age and sex subgroups, has never previously been cited or considered part of the scientific evidence base (http://www.psych.uic.edu/download/Broste_thesis_1981.pdf).

We analyzed recovered raw data according to hypotheses prespecified by the original study investigators (table 1). Further, to put these MCE findings into context, we conducted a systematic review and meta-analysis of all available randomized controlled trials that specifically tested whether replacement of saturated fat with linoleic acid rich oils reduces risk of death from coronary heart disease and all cause mortality.

Methods
Study design and participants
The MCE was a double blinded, parallel group, randomized controlled dietary intervention trial, designed to evaluate the effects of increasing n-6 linoleic acid from corn oil in place of saturated fat for primary and secondary prevention of cardiovascular events and deaths, and for reducing the degree of coronary, aortic, and cerebrovascular atherosclerosis, and the number of myocardial infarcts and strokes detected at autopsy. It was conducted from 1968 to 1973 in the state of Minnesota, United States. Eligible participants were men and women aged ≥20 admitted to either the Oak Terrace Nursing Home or one of six state mental hospitals (Anoka, Fergus Falls, Hastings, Moose Lake, Saint Peter, Willmar). The experiment lasted from 41 to 56 months, depending on the hospital. The experiment was funded by the US Public Health Service and National Heart Institute through the R01 mechanism (HE 09686), with Ivan Frantz as principal investigator and Ancel Keys as co-principal investigator.

Ethical considerations for design and implementation of MCE (1968-73)
The MCE was approved by the clinical research committee of the University of Minnesota and by each of the seven collaborating hospitals. No consent forms were required because the study diets were considered to be acceptable as house diets and the testing was considered to contribute to better patient care. Prior to beginning the diet phase, the project was explained and sample foods were served. Residents were given the opportunity to decline participation. Non-participants were served the control diet and did not provide blood samples or undergo electrocardiography. We were not able to recover a detailed description of the MCE autopsy consent procedure. According to the 1989 publication, 42.9% (corresponding to 222 of the 517 reported deaths) of those who died did not undergo autopsy, which was almost always because of “refusal by relatives or inability to contact relatives.”

Patient involvement in present analysis of recovered data from MCE (2013-15)
No patients were involved in setting the research question or the outcome measures, nor were they involved in developing plans for design or implementation of the study. No patients were asked to advise on interpretation or writing up of results. There are no plans to disseminate the results of the research to study participants or the relevant patient community.
MCE data recovery and validation

We obtained approval from the NIH Office of Human Research Protection (OHSRP #5743) and collaboration from Robert Frantz to recover, analyze, and interpret de-identified MCE data and study related materials stored on two 9-track magnetic tapes (see appendix fig A) and an extensive collection of paper documents, including numerous green-bar paper files, paper autopsy folders, original and supplementary grant proposals, data collection forms, and FORTRAN coding sheets. Part 1 of the appendix describes the methods used to recover data, convert into a useable format, verify accuracy, and merge into a master file. For further validation, we compared each of the recovered MCE datasets with each other and with data reported in the 1989 study publication, the 1981 master’s thesis (Broste S K, Lifetable analysis of the Minnesota Coronary Survey http://www.psych.uic.edu/download/Broste_thesis_1981.pdf), and 1975 conference proceedings, as well as numerous other recovered MCE documents and data sources as described in part 1 of the appendix. Previous mentions of this study, including the recovered documents, refer to the “Minnesota Coronary Survey (MCS)” because prior to randomization there was an observational phase that lasted almost three years. We call it Minnesota Coronary Experiment (MCE) to emphasize that we are using the experimental, randomized controlled trial phase of the MCS.

Overview of original MCE objectives

According to the MCE R01 grant proposal entitled “Effect of a Dietary Change on Human Cardiovascular Disease,” the project objective was to “provide evidence concerning the possibility of reducing the incidence of clinical manifestations of atherosclerosis by dietary modification.” The MCE team planned to test whether the dietary intervention reduced coronary heart disease events and deaths in the total population and in prespecified subgroups of women, men, ages ≥65 and <65, and participants with and without established coronary heart disease (primary and secondary prevention), with a special emphasis on participants exposed to study diets for a year or longer.

Extensive postmortem data were collected to allow investigators to test the hypothesis that the serum cholesterol lowering diet would reduce coronary, aortic, and cerebrovascular atherosclerosis, as well as autopsy confirmed myocardial infarcts and strokes.

There was no single prespecified primary outcome for this randomized controlled trial in any of the records we recovered, including the R01 grant application, detailed supplementary progress reports, and an extensive collection of FORTRAN coding sheets. In each of these documents, an emphasis was placed on total deaths, deaths from coronary heart disease, and non-fatal coronary heart disease events.

MCE hypothesis and endpoints specified in funded proposal

Power and sample size considerations

The recovered documents did not contain a traditional sample size calculation. This was likely because of the lack of a prespecified primary endpoint. We did recover multiple power calculations with different endpoints and assumptions, which provide ranges for adequate sample sizes. For example, based on epidemiological associations between serum cholesterol and coronary heart disease events in non-randomized cohorts, the MCE investigators applied the Cornfield equation \[ \text{risk} = k(\text{serum cholesterol})^2 \] to predict that if 2490 and 11,645 participants would be required to “obtain a difference in 5 years significant at the 95% confidence level” with \( \alpha = \beta = 0.05 \). Based on the rate of strictly defined deaths from coronary heart disease observed during the MCE observational phase, and the elimination of all participants staying in the hospital less than a year, the estimated duration of the experiment required to assess the efficacy of the intervention was 3.6 years (with \( \alpha = \beta = 0.05 \)). These calculations were made to allow 95% power; typical \( \beta \) used in randomized controlled trials today is 0.20, which allows for 80% power.

Timeline/setting

Pre-randomization phase

The randomized controlled trial phase was preceded by a 33 month pre-randomization observational phase (February 1966 to November 1968), during which the study team characterized the hospital populations, developed and refined procedures for diet delivery, baseline and follow-up visits, sick visits, blood collection, electrocardiograms, and postmortem examination, as well as the data collection and management plans.

Randomized controlled trial phase

The experimental dietary intervention phase, which was initiated over a 15 month period according to start dates of hospital specific diets, lasted for a maximum of 56 months. The start dates and duration of diet for each hospital are presented in table B in the appendix. Participants were followed up only while they were inpatients at the study hospitals. Participants who were admitted to a given hospital after its respective diet phase was underway completed baseline risk assessment, electrocardiographic testing, and serum collection before they started the study diets.

Study diets

Pre-randomization hospital diet

Prior to randomization, each hospital’s food production program was covered by free provision of surplus USDA food commodities (common margarine, shortening, skim milk, flour, and rice) and Minnesota state funding. The average baseline hospital diet provided 18.5% and 3.8% of calories as saturated fatty acids and polyunsaturated fatty acids, respectively (fig 3). Based on the traditional distribution of polyunsaturated fatty acid species in US diets (about 90% of which are linoleic acid), this baseline hospital diet provided about 3.4% of calories as linoleic acid.

Serum cholesterol lowering diet

The MCE experimental serum cholesterol lowering diet was derived from the “BC” diet of the institutional arm
of the National Diet-Heart Feasibility Study at Faribault Hospital. Liquid corn oil was used in place of the usual hospital cooking fats (including hydrogenated oils) and was also added to numerous food items (for example, salad dressings, filled beef (lean ground beef with added oil), filled milk, and filled cheeses). Soft corn oil polyunsaturated margarine was used in place of butter. This intervention produced a mean reduction in dietary saturated fat by about 50% (from 18.5% to 9.2% of calories) and increased linoleic acid intake by more than 280% (from about 3.4% to 13.2% of calories) (fig 3). Hospital specific fatty acid compositions based on chemical analysis of a three week supply of study foods in 1971 are shown in part 1 of the appendix. There was substantial variability in study diets between hospitals, with saturated fat ranging from 8.0% to 12.3% and linoleic acid ranging from 11.3% to 16.5% of calories. Saturated fat, however, was markedly reduced, and linoleic acid was markedly increased, in each hospital. Based on the average dietary changes, the Keys equation predicts that the MCE intervention diet would produce a marked reduction in serum cholesterol concentration (fig 3 and table 2).

**Control diet**

The control MCE diet was patterned after the “D” diet of the National Diet Heart Study. It was designed to appear similar to the experimental diet. Notably, free surplus USDA food commodities including common margarines and shortenings were key components of the control diet, making the daily per participant allocation from the state of Minnesota adequate to cover the full costs. As common margarines and shortenings of this period were rich sources of industrially produced trans fatty acids, the control diet contained substantial quantities of trans fat. Compared with the pre-randomization hospital diet, the control diet did not change saturated fat intake but did substantially increase linoleic acid intake (by about 38%, from 3.4% to 4.7% of calories). Based on this increase in dietary linoleic acid alone, the Keys equation predicts that the control diet would lower average serum cholesterol compared with baseline (fig 3 and table 2). This reduction, however, would be modest compared with the reduction in the intervention group.

**Randomization/masking**

**Randomization**

The original hospital inpatient population was randomized according to a stratified randomization scheme with 512 cells on the basis of eight variables (age, sex, length of stay in the hospital, weight, blood pressure, diabetes, cigarette smoking, and electrocardiographic evidence of previous myocardial infarction). When new patients were admitted to a hospital after the diet start date, the stratified randomization scheme used four cells, according to age and sex. We did not recover specific details on implementation of randomization and concealment of allocation.

**Masking**

Study participants, the principal investigator, other study physicians, nurses, nutritionists, assistants, laboratory technicians, pathologists, and all other study staff were masked to group assignment. Study foods were designed to appear similar in both groups. Both diets were served in a single line. Each study participant received his or her group specific food.

---

**Table 2 | Predicted and observed changes in serum cholesterol in intervention and control groups**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dietary Changes</th>
<th>Serum Cholesterol % Changes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Observed changes</strong></td>
<td><strong>Predicted based on Keys equation†</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LA (% change)</strong></td>
<td><strong>SFA (% change)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>288</td>
<td>−1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>−1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

LA=linoleic acid; SFA=saturated fat.

†Changes from baseline hospital diet calculated from 1975 abstract, with LA estimated by multiplying total polyunsaturated fatty acids by 0.9.

‡ΔChol=1.3(SA)+(S−P×15) where S and P are percentage of calories from saturated and polyunsaturated fatty acids, respectively.

‡Percent change in serum cholesterol concentration calculated for each individual in cohort that received diet for one year or more. P values from paired t-test comparing concentrations before and after randomization.
tray based on a unique computer generated code number, which was designed to be incomprehensible to the participants but easily interpreted by the food servers. Twenty one labels were printed out for each participant each week. Labels remaining on the sheet were used to record missed meals, which were transferred to a “Port-o-Punch card” for later assessment of the correlation between adherence (defined as the percentage of meals received) and cholesterol response.

Assessment of clinical outcomes and intermediate endpoints

Data management

Fifteen MCE forms were devised for recording the data from the hospitals and laboratories (appendix 2). The data collected on these forms and the adherence data collected on the punch cards were transferred to magnetic tapes for later analysis.

Baseline assessment and routine follow-up assessments

On study entry and at six month intervals thereafter throughout both the pre-randomization and randomized controlled trial phases, a project technician carried out a brief evaluation of the participant’s risk status, fasting serum was sealed under nitrogen and stored at −20°C, and an electrocardiogram was obtained.

Intermediate endpoints: serum cholesterol and triglyceride assays

Serum cholesterol and triglyceride assays were performed according to the standard protocol of the Lipid Research Clinics in a laboratory standardized and monitored by the Center for Disease Control (Atlanta, GA).

Serum cholesterol measurements in cohort receiving study diets for a year or more

MCE investigators hypothesized that the clinical effects of lowering serum cholesterol would take substantial time to manifest and thus placed special emphasis on the subgroup of participants exposed to the study diets for a year or more.

Evaluation of clinical events and deaths

MCE investigators categorized fatal and non-fatal events into 10 categories (table C in the appendix). They used a conservative approach to attribute the cause of death to coronary heart disease. The MCE team noted “reluctance to classify a death in this category unless objective evidence is at hand.” Close attention was therefore directed to the overall death rate as “atherosclerosis may contribute to many deaths in which no actual fresh myocardial infarct or coronary occlusion has occurred.” We recovered data on all cause mortality but did not recover data on non-fatal events or deaths from coronary heart disease. Data on coronary heart disease deaths in relation to intermediate endpoints existed, however, and were reported in the 1981 Broste thesis.

Postmortem examination of heart, aorta, and brain

The MCE grant proposal, supplements, and FORTRAN coding sheets included detailed plans for analysis of autopsy data, and a 9-track magnetic tape file with full autopsy data (MCE Tape #380) (appendix part 1) was known to exist. To our knowledge, however, no autopsy results have ever been published or reported. According to the 1989 publication, 57.1% (corresponding to 295 of the 517 reported deaths) of participants who died during the experimental dietary intervention phase underwent autopsy. Hearts, aortas, and brains were sent to the University of Minnesota for blinded grading by university pathologists. We recovered heart and aorta autopsy files for 149 out of these 295 completed autopsies. The remaining autopsy files remain unaccounted for.

Degree of coronary atherosclerosis and number of myocardial infarctions

The degree of coronary atherosclerosis and mapping of myocardial infarcts were evaluated by the multiple cross section technique as described by Spiekerman and colleagues. At each of 16 coronary vessel sites, vessel narrowing was scored on a 4 point scale based on the percentage closure of the coronary lumen with 1, 2, 3, and 4 signifying <25%, 25-50%, 50-75%, and 100%, respectively. These data were recorded on MCE form No 8 (appendix 2). Scores at each site were summed to calculate a total coronary atherosclerosis score (range 16-64). Subendocardial and transmembrane infarcts were identified after the ventricles were cut into transverse sections and recorded on MCE form No 9 (appendix 2).

Degree of aortic atherosclerosis

The degree of aortic atherosclerosis was graded from 1 to 7 according to the technique devised by the Committee on Grading of Lesions of the Council of Atherosclerosis of the American Heart Association and recorded on form No 10 (appendix 2). Each aorta was graded independently by two observers without knowledge of age, sex, diagnosis, hospital of origin, or diet group. An aortic atherosclerosis score variable was created by taking the average of the two measures for each individual.

Data analysis

Effect of cholesterol lowering intervention

We were unable to recover the complete MCE dataset including all randomized participants. Thus, we could not conduct a traditional randomized controlled trial analysis to determine the effect of randomization. We do, however, include the life table graphs from the
Atherosclerosis and infarct data recovered for 149/295 completed autopsies on 9449 and 9057 participants were randomized, respectively; longitudinal serum 147 dropped out prior to diet exposure, 1975 abstract and 1989 manuscript reported that appendix part 1); †broste thesis reports that 9570 participants were randomized and that Fig 4 | MCE flow diagram. *16 825 participants completed MCE form No 011 (tape 4 data, appendix part 1); †Broste thesis reports that 9570 participants were randomized and that 147 dropped out prior to diet exposure, 1975 abstract and 1989 manuscript reported that 9449 and 9057 participants were randomized, respectively; ‡longitudinal serum cholesterol lowering diet data recovered for 2355/2403 randomized participants exposed to diet for one year or more (tape 2 data, appendix part 1); †autoptes files with aortic and coronary atherosclerosis and infarct data recovered for 149/295 completed autopsies

### 1981 Broste thesis
A thorough explanation of methods and results can be found on pages 21-49 of the Broste thesis (http://www.psych.uic.edu/download/Broste_thesis_1981.pdf). For context, we include a CONSORT flow diagram (fig 4).

### 2016 analysis
Our analyses used longitudinal data for the 2355 participants who received the intervention diet for a year or more and were carried out in Stata version 13.1. To determine the effect of the dietary intervention on serum cholesterol, we analyzed group differences in serum cholesterol over time using a generalized estimating equation model with time*group interaction.

### Association between changes in serum cholesterol and risk of death
First, we provide a crude visual representation of the association between cholesterol and death by graphing the distribution of change in total serum cholesterol concentration (using the average of measurements for each participant before and after randomization) along with the number and percentage of deaths followed by plots of age adjusted logistic regression models.

For our main analysis, we used Cox regressions for death as a function of continuous time varying serum cholesterol (up to 12 repeated measures on each participant) and adjusted for clustering within hospital. We used Schoenfeld residuals to test the proportional hazards assumption and martingale residuals to assess model fit. We present results from crude models, models adjusted for relevant variables including age, sex, blood pressure, BMI, and adherence to diet (percent of missed meals), and sensitivity analyses further adjusting for time varying changes in BMI and systolic blood pressure. All models were tested for effect modification by diet group. For simplicity, we have shown hazard ratios for each 30 mg/dL (0.78 mmol/L) decrease in serum cholesterol.

### Atherosclerotic progression and number of myocardial infarcts confirmed at autopsy
As we recovered only 149 of the original 295 autopsy files, our analysis of the effects of the serum cholesterol lowering diet on atherosclerotic progression and myocardial infarcts confirmed at autopsy should be considered provisional until the complete autopsy data are recovered. We calculated incidence rate ratios for the presence of at least one autopsy confirmed myocardial infarct according to diet group. We used linear regression to examine whether assignment to diet group or changes in serum cholesterol concentration were associated with coronary or aortic atherosclerosis. We used logistic regression to examine the association between serum cholesterol concentration and the presence of at least one autopsy confirmed myocardial infarct.

### Systematic review and meta-analysis of randomized controlled trials replacing saturated fat with linoleic acid rich vegetable oils
A key component of dietary guidelines has long been to replace saturated fat with oils rich in linoleic acid (such as corn oil, sunflower oil, safflower oil, cottonseed oil, or soybean oil). This advice is based on the traditional diet-heart hypothesis prediction that replacement decreases coronary heart disease and all cause mortality. Thus, we followed PRISMA standards for reporting a systematic review and meta-analysis of randomized controlled trials that specifically tested whether replacement of saturated fat with vegetable oil rich in linoleic acid decreases mortality from coronary heart disease and all cause mortality. Included in the main analysis were all serum cholesterol lowering randomized controlled trials since 1950 with publication in English that randomly assigned individual participants; provided an intervention of vegetable oil rich in linoleic acid in place of saturated fat, compared with a usual care control diet; were not confounded by the addition of large quantities of n-3 EPA (eicosapentae-noic acid) and DHA (docosahexaenoic acid) or by other major concomitant interventions (such as complex changes in diet pattern) or unequal intensity of medical management (such as advice on smoking cessation or control of blood pressure); and reported deaths from coronary heart disease or all causes. Hence, we excluded randomized controlled trials that provided large quantities of n-3 EPA and DHA or provided advice only without provision of linoleic acid rich oils from the main analysis, and studies with only biochemical or intermediate endpoints. Sensitivity analyses included diet-heart randomized controlled trials that also pro-
vided large quantities of n-3 EPA and DHA or provided advice only without provision of a linoleic acid rich study oil but otherwise met the inclusion and exclusion criteria for the main analysis.

A detailed description of the search strategy, study selection and data extraction, bias assessments, and statistical methods is included in part 2 of the web appendix.

Results
Baseline demographics and clinical characteristics
Characteristics of the full MCE population are reported in the 1981 Broste thesis (n=9423; http://www.psych.uic.edu/download/Broste_thesis_1981.pdf). Table 3 shows characteristics of the serum cholesterol cohort (n=2355) who received the diets for a year or more. The intervention and control groups were well balanced at baseline, with no detectable differences in any of the recovered variables. The age ranged from 20 to 97, with a mean age of 52. Slightly more than half were women, and 25% were aged 65 or older. Average BMI was 24.5 and average serum cholesterol concentration was 208 mg/dL (to convert from mg/dL to mmol/L, divide by 38.67) (for example, 208 mg/dL/38.67=5.39 mmol/L). Mean follow-up for participants in this cohort was 2.9 years (median 3.1 years).

Did the MCE intervention lower serum cholesterol?
MCE investigators hypothesized that replacing saturated fat with vegetable oil rich in linoleic acid would lower serum cholesterol in a manner consistent with the Keys equation. As predicted, participants in the intervention group significantly lowered serum cholesterol compared with the control group (P<0.001) and compared with baseline (mean change −39.3 mg/dL; SD 32.7 mg/dL; −16.8% (SD 15.7%); P<0.001) (table 2). Participants in the intervention group also reduced serum cholesterol in each of the prespecified subgroups of sex and age (all P<0.01).

Among the intervention group, higher adherence (fewer missed meals) was associated with a more pronounced reduction in serum cholesterol (P<0.001). Participants who missed ≤2% of their meals (n=390) achieved reductions in concentration of −18.0%, which is similar to that predicted by the Keys equation (table 2 and table E in appendix).

The control diet, which increased dietary linoleic acid by 38% but did not alter saturated fat, produced a modest but significant reduction in serum cholesterol compared with baseline (−2.5 mg/dL (SD 30 mg/dL); −1.0% (SD 14.5%); P<0.001) (fig 3 and table 2). Higher adherence to the control diet was also associated with greater reduction in serum cholesterol (P=0.004).

Did the MCE intervention reduce risk of death?
To our knowledge, the most complete analysis comparing mortality in the intervention versus control group was reported in the Broste thesis. This included Kaplan Meier life table graphs for cumulative mortality for the full MCE cohort, and for each prespecified subgroup (fig 5). These life table graphs confirm that there was no mortality benefit in the full MCE cohort. Moreover, the life table for the cohort aged ≥65 (fig 5) suggests the possibility of an increased risk of death for the intervention group compared with controls. In the thesis, Broste noted “the excess mortality in the diet group seems to have been confined primarily to patients 65 or older.”

In the absence of the raw data, however, we cannot determine the statistical significance of this finding. A survival analysis that was presented in the 1989 manuscript also showed no mortality benefit in the full MCE population (subgroup analyses were not reported). Thus, collective data from the 1989 publication and 1981 Broste thesis provide no evidence for mortality benefit and suggest the possibility of increased risk of death in older adults.

Was the change in serum cholesterol related to risk of death?
The traditional diet heart hypothesis predicts that participants with greater reduction in serum cholesterol would have a lower risk of death (fig 1, line B). MCE participants with greater reduction in serum cholesterol, however, had a higher rather than a lower risk of death. Figure 6 provides a simplified visual representation of change in serum cholesterol and death in the intervention group, control group, and combined groups; table 4 provides more advanced statistical analyses, with hazard ratios for crude, adjusted, and sensitivity models. The average change in serum cholesterol in the intervention, control, and combined groups was −31

Table 3 | Characteristics of serum cholesterol cohort (n=2355) who received diets for one year or more

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Intervention</th>
<th>Control</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age at randomization (years) Mean (SD)</td>
<td>51.5 (8.4)</td>
<td>52.1 (8.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No in cohort</td>
<td>1178</td>
<td>1174</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Systolic blood pressure (mm Hg) Mean (SD)</td>
<td>123 (19.7)</td>
<td>124 (19.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No in cohort</td>
<td>1175</td>
<td>1170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diastolic blood pressure (mm Hg) Mean (SD)</td>
<td>76.6 (11.8)</td>
<td>76.5 (11.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No in cohort</td>
<td>1175</td>
<td>1170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serum cholesterol (mg/dL)† Mean (SD)</td>
<td>208 (44.1)</td>
<td>208 (43.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No in cohort</td>
<td>1179</td>
<td>1176</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serum triglycerides (mg/dL)† Mean (SD)</td>
<td>117 (62.4)</td>
<td>116 (55.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No in cohort</td>
<td>1176</td>
<td>1175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMI Mean (SD)</td>
<td>24.6 (4.78)</td>
<td>26.5 (4.76)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No in cohort</td>
<td>1166</td>
<td>1164</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Men (%)</td>
<td>53.9</td>
<td>50.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No in cohort</td>
<td>1179</td>
<td>1176</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diet exposure in days Mean (SD)</td>
<td>1063 (371)</td>
<td>1055 (377)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No in cohort</td>
<td>1179</td>
<td>1176</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missed meals (%)‡ Mean (SD)</td>
<td>9.61 (12.9)</td>
<td>9.44 (12.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No in cohort</td>
<td>1179</td>
<td>1176</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* t test performed because this is subgroup of 9570 randomized participants.
†To convert from mg/dL to mmol/L, divide by 38.67.
‡Average percentage of missed meals throughout full study period.

Missed meals (%)‡ 9.61 (12.9) 1179 9.44 (12.5) 1176 0.744
Diet exposure in days 1063 (371) 1179 1055 (377) 1176 0.601
Men (%) 53.9 1179 50.9 1176 0.144
Age at randomization (years) 51.5 (8.4) 1178 52.1 (8.2) 1174 0.446
Systolic blood pressure (mm Hg) 123 (19.7) 1175 124 (19.3) 1170 0.358
Diastolic blood pressure (mm Hg) 76.6 (11.8) 1175 76.5 (11.8) 1170 0.919
Serum cholesterol (mg/dL)† 208 (44.1) 1179 208 (43.1) 1176 0.943
Serum triglycerides (mg/dL)† 117 (62.4) 1176 116 (55.3) 1175 0.918
BMI 24.6 (4.78) 1166 26.5 (4.76) 1164 0.552
Missed meals (%)‡ 9.61 (12.9) 1179 9.44 (12.5) 1176 0.744
The number, proportion, and probability of death increased as serum cholesterol decreased (fig 6, rows 2, 3, 4).

In survival analyses (table 4), there was a robust association between decreasing serum cholesterol and increased risk of death, and this association did not differ between the intervention and control group ($P > 0.16$ for all serum cholesterol $\times$ intervention interactions). Among both groups combined, a 30 mg/dL (0.78 mmol/L) decrease in serum cholesterol was associated with 22% higher risk of death from any cause (hazard ratio 1.22, 95% confidence interval 1.14 to 1.32) based on a Cox model adjusted for baseline serum cholesterol, age, sex, adherence to diet, BMI, and systolic blood pressure. The higher risk of death associated with decreased serum cholesterol seems to be driven by the subgroup aged $\geq 65$. Among participants who were older than 65 at baseline, a 30 mg/dL decrease in serum cholesterol was associated with 35% higher risk of death (hazard ratio 1.35, 95% confidence interval 1.18 to 1.54), whereas among people aged under 65 at baseline there was no relation between the change in serum cholesterol and death (1.01, 0.88 to 1.16).

To explore the possibility that frailty (which is associated with both low cholesterol and death $^{28,29}$) could confound these results, we did a sensitivity analysis adjusting our Cox models (table 4) for two known markers of frailty (changes in body weight and changes in systolic blood pressure) $^{28-30}$ These adjustments did not materially change the effect estimates, which remained significant in both groups.

This finding that greater lowering of serum cholesterol was associated with a higher rather than a lower risk of death in the MCE does not provide support for the traditional diet-heart hypothesis.

characteristics of the partially recovered autopsy cohort are shown in table F in appendix; the intervention and
control groups were well balanced at baseline, with no evident differences for any demographic, clinical, or laboratory variables. The mean age was 69.5, 36% were women, and the median follow-up was 298 days (316 days for intervention group, 217 days for control group). Baseline serum cholesterol concentration was 210 mg/dL. The mean change in serum cholesterol during follow-up was −17.9% in the intervention group and −1.3% in the control group.

MCE investigators hypothesized that participants in the intervention group would have fewer myocardial infarcts confirmed by autopsy and less advanced atherosclerosis. In this autopsy cohort, however, 41% (31/76) of participants in the intervention group had at least one myocardial infarct, whereas only 22% (16/73) of participants in the control group did (incidence rate ratio 1.90, 95% confidence interval 1.01 to 3.72; \( P = 0.035 \)). Also, participants in the intervention group did not have less coronary atherosclerosis or aortic atherosclerosis (table 5). These findings should be interpreted with caution because of partial recovery of autopsy files. There was no association between serum

**Fig 6** | Death from any cause and change in serum cholesterol in cohort that received diets for one year or more (n=2355). Panels indicate relations between change in serum cholesterol and number of participants, number of deaths, percent of deaths, and probability of death among intervention, control, and combined groups. Change in serum cholesterol calculated with average of measurements before and after randomization for each individual. Last row represents logistic model for death as function of average change in cholesterol, adjusted for age at baseline. Likelihood ratio test used to test effect modification by diet group (\( P = 0.67 \))
cholesterol and myocardial infarcts, coronary atherosclerosis, or aortic atherosclerosis in covariate adjusted models (table G in appendix).

**Does the available body of evidence from randomized controlled trials support the traditional diet heart hypothesis?**

The complete systematic review and meta-analysis following PRISMA guidelines is presented in appendix part 2. Briefly, out of 1270 screened records we identified only five randomized controlled trials that provided vegetable oil(s) rich in linoleic acid in place of saturated fat and were not confounded by unequal application of concomitant interventions. These five trials included 10 808 participants, 324 deaths attributed to coronary heart disease, and 1001 deaths from all causes (table K and L in appendix). The mean change in serum cholesterol concentration in the course of the randomized controlled trials ranged from 7.8% to 13.8% lower in the intervention versus control groups. In meta-analyses of these five trials, there was no evidence of benefit on mortality from coronary heart disease (hazard ratio 1.13, 95% confidence interval 0.83 to 1.54) (fig 7) or all cause mortality (1.07, 0.90 to 1.27) (fig D and E in appendix). In a sensitivity analysis, inclusion of three additional diet-heart trials that provided advice only and/or were confounded by the provision of large quantities of n-3 EPA+DHA did not appreciably alter results for mortality from coronary heart disease (1.00, 0.81 to 1.24) (fig 7) or all cause mortality (1.00, 0.87 to 1.15) (figs H and I in appendix). In sensitivity analyses that included non-fatal endpoints, there was no indication of benefit from the replacement of saturated fat with vegetable oils rich in linoleic acid, with either a composite outcome of myocardial infarcts plus death from coronary heart disease or non-fatal myocardial infarcts alone (fig K and L in appendix). Thus, although limited, available evidence from randomized controlled trials provides no indication of benefit on coronary heart disease or all cause mortality from replacing saturated fat with linoleic acid rich vegetable oils.

**Discussion**

The traditional diet-heart hypothesis predicts that replacing saturated fat with vegetable oil rich in linoleic acid will reduce coronary heart disease events and deaths by lowering serum cholesterol. Many studies have yielded results consistent with pieces of this hypothesis. The clinical benefits of these serum cholesterol lowering diets, however, have never been causally demonstrated in a randomized controlled trial and thus remain uncertain. We have recovered previously unpublished data from two landmark trials that were designed to provide causal evidence to support the diet-heart hypothesis.

---

**Table 4 | Hazard ratios for death from any cause as function of serum cholesterol in cohort that received diets for one year or more (n=2355)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Intervention</th>
<th>Control</th>
<th>Both groups</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No in group</td>
<td>1179</td>
<td>1176</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HR (95% CI), P value:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crude†</td>
<td>1.45 (1.27 to 1.66), &lt;0.001</td>
<td>1.44 (1.17 to 1.76), &lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjusted‡</td>
<td>1.22 (1.04 to 1.44), 0.016</td>
<td>1.28 (1.09 to 1.51), 0.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensitivity§</td>
<td>1.20 (1.03 to 1.41), 0.023</td>
<td>1.32 (1.11 to 1.57), 0.002</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Participants aged <65 |

| No in group | 886 | 874 | 1760 |
| HR (95% CI), P value: |      |     |      |
| Crude†      | 1.02 (0.60 to 1.73), 0.936 | 1.17 (0.82 to 1.69), 0.389 | 1.07 (0.93 to 1.23), 0.368 |
| Adjusted‡   | 0.92 (0.61 to 1.37), 0.680 | 1.12 (0.79 to 1.57), 0.525 | 1.01 (0.88 to 1.16), 0.926 |
| Sensitivity§ | 0.94 (0.58 to 1.53), 0.816 | 1.16 (0.79 to 1.70), 0.448 | 1.02 (0.91 to 1.16), 0.703 |

*Participants aged ≥65 |

| No in group | 293 | 302 | 595  |
| HR (95% CI), P value: |      |     |      |
| Crude†      | 1.55 (1.39 to 1.71), <0.001 | 1.53 (1.24 to 1.88), <0.001 | 1.50 (1.31 to 1.70), <0.001 |
| Adjusted‡   | 1.42 (1.22 to 1.67), <0.001 | 1.39 (1.10 to 1.76), 0.006 | 1.35 (1.18 to 1.54), <0.001 |
| Sensitivity§ | 1.36 (1.17 to 1.58), <0.001 | 1.43 (1.14 to 1.78), 0.002 | 1.35 (1.19 to 1.55), <0.001 |

*Crude† = Hazard ratio adjusted for baseline serum cholesterol concentration.
‡Adjusted for baseline serum cholesterol concentration, age, BMI, sex, adherence to diet, and systolic blood pressure (SBP).
§Further adjusted for time varying percentage change from baseline for BMI and SBP.

**Table 5 | Diet group assignment and degree of atherosclerosis in 2016 autopsy sample**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Intervention</th>
<th>Control</th>
<th>Coef (95% CI)†</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No in group</td>
<td>Mean (SD)</td>
<td>Mean (SD)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coronary atherosclerosis score</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>24.4 (6.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aortic atherosclerosis score</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>4.78 (1.20)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*As only 149 of 295 autopsy files were recovered, analysis should be considered provisional until complete autopsy data can be recovered.
†Coefficients based on regression of atherosclerosis score as function of diet group assignment.
**RESEARCH**

**Fig 7 | Meta-analysis for mortality from coronary heart disease in trials testing replacement of saturated fat with vegetable oils rich in linoleic acid. Main analysis: trials provided replacement foods (vegetable oils) and were not confounded by any concomitant interventions. Sensitivity analysis: includes trials that provided advice only and/or were confounded by addition of n-3 EPA and DHA.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trial and intervention</th>
<th>Main analysis</th>
<th>Sensitivity analysis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MCE - linoleic acid</td>
<td>1.12 (0.78 to 1.62)</td>
<td>1.12 (0.78 to 1.62)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDHS - linoleic acid</td>
<td>1.74 (1.04 to 2.91)</td>
<td>1.74 (1.04 to 2.91)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RDOT - linoleic acid</td>
<td>4.64 (0.58 to 37.15)</td>
<td>4.64 (0.58 to 37.15)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LA Vet - linoleic acid + ALA</td>
<td>0.82 (0.56 to 1.21)</td>
<td>0.82 (0.56 to 1.21)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRC-Soy - linoleic acid + ALA</td>
<td>0.97 (0.58 to 1.64)</td>
<td>0.97 (0.58 to 1.64)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall: I²=45%, P=0.121</td>
<td>1.13 (0.83 to 1.54)</td>
<td>1.13 (0.83 to 1.54)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Limited and inconsistent evidence from non-randomized studies**

While the randomized controlled trial is the only study design that can show a cause and effect relation, observational cohort studies can be used to investigate longer term exposures than are typically feasible in randomized controlled trials. Limitations of observational studies (for example, healthy consumer bias), however, can sometimes distort, or even reverse, true associations. Self reported intake of foods that are often high in linoleic acid was associated with a lower risk of coronary heart disease in two large prospective observational cohorts of US health professionals and in one pooled analysis of several cohorts. Other large prospective observational studies and another pooled analysis, however, found no association. Similar inconsistent associations between circulating linoleic acid and risk of coronary heart disease have also been cited to support the diet-heart hypothesis.

**Why didn’t lowering serum cholesterol translate to clinical improvement in diet-heart randomized controlled trials?**

A plausible explanation for the seemingly paradoxical results of the Sydney Diet Heart Study and MCE is that vegetable oil rich in linoleic acid was the agent used to lower serum cholesterol. As the major vehicle for delivery of cholesterol to vascular tissues, low density lipoprotein is often considered a causal mediator of coronary heart disease. As replacing saturated fat with linoleic acid specifically decreases low density lipoprotein (without affecting high density lipoprotein) it is tempting to assume that such dietary changes will automatically translate to reduction in risk of coronary heart disease. Critically, however, consumption of vegetable oils rich in linoleic acid produces a wide range of biochemical consequences, including qualitative changes in lipoprotein particle oxidation that could plausibly increase risk of coronary heart disease. Hence the clinical effects of replacing saturated fat with vegetable oils could reflect the net impact of decreasing low density lipoprotein while increasing its susceptibility to oxidation. Moreover, low density lipoprotein concentrations are influenced by many factors, such as delivery of low density lipoprotein to blood vessels and other tissues, as well as hepatic clearance of native and oxidized low density lipoprotein particles. Therefore, a decrease in low density lipoprotein can represent widely different biochemical phenomena. This broader understanding could help to explain why some agents that decrease low density lipoprotein have been shown to reduce the risk of coronary heart disease, while others have no clear effect, and still others might actually increase risk. The collective data from diet-heart randomized controlled trials suggests that lowering serum cholesterol by replacing saturated fat with vegetable oils rich in linoleic acid has no clear...
of other common conditions including chronic pain and steatohepatitis. Non-cholesterol lipid mediators can also contribute to development to coronary heart disease pathogenesis via mechanisms independent of traditional endocannabinoids, eicosanoids, and hydroperoxy- and hydroxy-octadecadienoic acids, eicosanoids, and micronutrients that are naturally present in vegetables. Potential unanticipated consequences of high linoleic acid intake extend beyond serum cholesterol lowering.

Increasing dietary linoleic acid has been shown to increase oxidized linoleic acid derivatives in a dose-dependent manner in many tissues. These oxidized derivatives, along with other non-cholesterol lipid mediators, have been implicated in the pathogenesis of many diseases including coronary heart disease, chronic pain, and steatohepatitis (Fig 9). While the biochemical and clinical consequences of high intakes are incompletely understood, there is a possibility for unintended harm. These potential risks highlight the importance of ensuring that the full evidence base from randomized controlled trials is available for consideration by scientists, policymakers, and the public.

**Fig 9** | Potential unanticipated consequences of high linoleic acid intake. A= increased consumption of vegetable oils rich in linoleic acid alters non-cholesterol lipid mediators, including hydroperoxy- and hydroxy-octadecadienoic acids, eicosanoids, and endocannabinoids; B= hydroperoxy- and hydroxy-octadecadienoic acids have been linked to coronary heart disease pathogenesis via mechanisms independent of traditional diet-heart hypothesis; non-cholesterol lipid mediators can also contribute to development of other common conditions including chronic pain and steatohepatitis.

**Fig 8** | Linoleic acid content of MCE diets compared with current and historical intakes in US in 2011-12 (NHANES, adults aged ≥20). Nutritional adequacy defined as lowest amount of dietary linoleic acid required to prevent deficiency symptoms. Pre-agricultural diets modeled from fatty acid compositions of hunter-gatherer diets. Pre-industrial US diets calculated from US Department of Agriculture economic disappearance data.

High linoleic acid intakes from vegetable oils are a recent and atypical nutritional phenomenon. To interpret research on linoleic acid one needs to consider both the food sources and the amounts consumed. Individuals eating only minimally processed whole foods—as everyone did until about 100 years ago—would have consumed about 2% of calories from linoleic acid (Fig 8). By contrast, among industrialized populations today, most linoleic acid intake is derived from highly concentrated vegetable oils, in which the fatty acids are separated from the fiber, protein, and micronutrients that are naturally present in vegetables and seeds (Table H, appendix). Because these concentrated sources of linoleic acid are used widely as cooking and frying oils and added to many processed and packaged food items, the linoleic acid content of modern industrialized diets is much higher than natural diets (Fig 8). For example, mean linoleic acid intake in the US of about 17 g a day (7% of calories) is much higher than the approximately 6 g of daily linoleic acid provided by natural food diets without added vegetable oils. If these concentrated sources are considered to be dietary supplements, on average Americans ingest the equivalent of 11 capsules of 1 g linoleic acid a day above and beyond intake from natural foods.

**Fig 8** | Linoleic acid content of MCE diets compared with current and historical intakes in US in 2011-12 (NHANES, adults aged ≥20). Nutritional adequacy defined as lowest amount of dietary linoleic acid required to prevent deficiency symptoms. Pre-agricultural diets modeled from fatty acid compositions of hunter-gatherer diets. Pre-industrial US diets calculated from US Department of Agriculture economic disappearance data.

Benefit. Further, one way to interpret the unfavorable results of the two recovered trials is that high intakes of linoleic acid could have adverse effects in people who are prone to linoleic acid oxidation (such as smokers, heavy drinkers, and older adults).
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Whatever the explanation for key MCE data not being published, there is growing recognition that incomplete publication of negative or inconclusive results can contribute to skewed research priorities and public health initiatives. Recovery of unpublished data can alter the balance of evidence and, in some instances, can lead to reversal of established policy or clinical practice positions. Figure 10 provides a historical context for the completion and publication of the MCE and Sydney Diet Heart Study results in relation to key US policy events over the past half century. It is interesting to speculate whether complete publication of randomized controlled trial results might have altered key policy decisions promoting replacement of saturated fat with linoleic acid rich oils (such as the 1977 McGovern report and National Cholesterol Education Program (1984-85) or contributed to a shift in research priorities.

Implications for recovery of additional MCE data files
MCE data files that remain missing could provide further insights into the diet-heart hypothesis (table D in appendix). For example, there is a suggestion that high linoleic acid intake could adversely affect those who are known to have increased linoleic acid oxidation, including smokers, heavy drinkers, those with established coronary heart disease, and older adults. With additional data recovery one could determine whether the high linoleic acid diet had deleterious effects in these subgroups. The partial recovery of 149 heart and aorta autopsy files provides an intriguing clue that the intervention might have had unfavorable effects. As 146 heart and aorta files and the data on the full cohort of 295 autopsied brains remain missing, however, one cannot draw conclusions from these provisional findings. It is highly unlikely that a diet-heart trial of the size and scope of the MCE will ever be conducted again so it is essential that these missing autopsy files are recovered and analyzed as specified in the 1967 MCE grant application and FORTRAN coding sheets.

Strengths and limitations
The MCE had several exceptional features and strengths. For example, the MCE is by far the largest randomized controlled trial to test the central diet-heart tenet that lowering serum cholesterol by replacing saturated fat with linoleic acid rich vegetable oil will translate to a lower risk of coronary heart disease and death. The MCE is also the only randomized controlled trial to test the clinical effects of increasing linoleic acid in large cohorts of women and individuals aged ≥65 and the only such trial to complete a postmortem assessment of atherosclerosis grade and infarct status.

As MCE participants were randomly assigned and all meals were provided, we know that changes in linoleic acid and saturated fat were from the diets provided. Thus, MCE effectively dealt with the problem of healthy consumer bias that confounds many observational studies. Other strengths were that the intervention effectively lowered serum cholesterol and that these changes were consistent with predictions based on the Keys equation and the chemical analysis of study foods. The MCE also had several important limitations in study design and generalizability. Participants were followed only while in hospital, and only about a quarter of randomized participants remained in the study for a year or longer. Although the original investigators emphasized this subsample and believed the longer follow-up to be more informative, it is a limitation that the association between serum cholesterol and death can now be examined only among those who survived the first year and remained in hospital. Moreover, even though we used data from a randomized controlled trial, the analysis of the association between serum cholesterol and death is observational in nature. Therefore, it is not possible to examine causality or to disentangle changes in serum cholesterol because of diet from changes because of other factors. In addition, low density lipoprotein (and high density lipoprotein) subfractions, which are more closely linked to risk of coronary heart disease than total serum cholesterol, were not assessed. Numerous randomized controlled trials, however, have shown that replacing saturated fat with vegetable oil rich in linoleic acid leads to predictable lowering of low density lipoprotein without altering high density lipoprotein. Thus, the serum cholesterol lowering effects of the MCE diets were likely specific to low density lipoprotein.

Because the trans fatty acid contents of MCE study diets are not available, one could speculate that the lack of benefit in the intervention group was because of...
increased consumption of trans fat. Indeed, in addition to liquid corn oil the intervention diet also contained a serum cholesterol lowering soft corn oil polysaturated margarine, which likely contained some trans fat. The MCE principal investigator (Ivan Frantz) and co-principal investigator (Ancel Keys), however, were well aware of the cholesterol raising effects of trans fat prior to initiating the MCE.7 Moreover, Frantz and Keys previously devised the diets used in the institutional arm of the National Diet Heart Feasibility Study (NDHS), which achieved the greatest reductions in serum cholesterol of all NDHS study sites.7 Hence, it is highly likely that this experienced MCE team selected products containing as little trans fat as possible to maximize the achieved degree of cholesterol lowering. Perhaps more importantly, it is clear from the MCE grant proposal that common margarines and shortenings (major sources of trans fat) were important components of the baseline hospital diets and the control diet (but not the intervention diet). Thus, confounding by dietary trans fat is an exceedingly unlikely explanation for the lack of benefit of the intervention diet.

Another limitation in the interpretation is incomplete data recovery. For example, in the Sydney Diet Heart Study the increased mortality in the high linoleic acid group was most evident in smokers and heavy drinkers.34 Without additional recovery of MCE data we are not able to determine if the effects of the high linoleic acid diet varied by smoking status, pre-existing coronary heart disease, psychiatric history, or drug use. Also, as we were not able to recover data for the full MCE cohort, we present the Broste thesis as recovered, without a more thorough analysis of differences in mortality between groups.

Limitations in generalizability

The MCE intervention diet contained almost twice as much linoleic acid as the average American diet. Only a small percentage of the US population currently consumes linoleic acid in amounts that overlap those in the MCE intervention diet (fig 8). As this high linoleic acid diet produced a maximum lowering of serum cholesterol, it was ideal for testing the diet-heart tenet that serum cholesterol is the critical mediator linking diet to coronary heart disease. However, one cannot necessarily extrapolate findings to lower linoleic acid intakes.

The decision to conduct the MCE in mental hospitals and nursing homes reduced the number of missed meals and maximized the achieved degree of serum cholesterol lowering. However, the results are not necessarily generalizable to populations without mental illnesses or living outside nursing homes. As the MCE, Sydney Diet Heart Study, and other diet-heart trials used concentrated vegetable oils, the results should not be generalized to nuts or other unprocessed foods containing linoleic acid.

Meta-analysis limitations

Limitations of our meta-analysis include the small number of randomized controlled trials that have tested the effects of replacing saturated fat with linoleic acid rich oil, the differences in design and population characteristics of each trial, and the many limitations of meta-analyses in general (appendix part 2).

The Big Picture

The molecules that we eat every day as foods act as substrates, which enter into and regulate numerous highly leveraged biochemical pathways.25 38 60 69 78 79 Thus, although the story of the traditional diet-heart hypothesis did not unfold as predicted, the foods that we eat likely play critical roles in the pathogenesis of many diseases. Given the complexity of biological systems and limitations of our research methods, however, current understanding of the biochemical and clinical effects of foods is rudimentary. The history of the traditional diet-heart hypothesis suggests that nutrition research could be improved by not overemphasizing intermediate biomarkers; cautious interpretation of non-randomized studies; and ensuring timely and complete publication of all randomized controlled trials. Given the limitations of current evidence, the best approach might be one of humility, highlighting limitations of current knowledge and setting a high bar for advising intakes beyond what can be provided by natural diets.

Summary and conclusion

Available evidence from randomized controlled trials shows that replacement of saturated fat with linoleic acid effectively lowers serum cholesterol but does not support the hypothesis that this translates to a lower risk of death from coronary heart disease or all causes. MCE findings add to growing evidence that incomplete publication has contributed to overestimation of benefits, and underestimation of potential risks, of replacing saturated fat with vegetable oils rich in linoleic acid.
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